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• a framework
• a collection of heuristics used to make the best use CASA tasks/tools
• a simplified interface for data processing
• ~ 100 “user-defined” CASA tasks
• 200,000+ lines of code, written in Python
• a group of “recipes” for different stakeholders and use cases
• a provider of summary products to help users understand their data and how effectively it gets calibrated

– task results get a “quality score” and are recorded as “Weblog” HTML pages

The Pipeline is...



Stakeholders

• ALMA
• Interferometry calibration, imaging, QA
• Single dish calibration, imaging, QA
• Quasar catalog survey calibration, imaging

• NRAO Science Ready Data Products (SRDP)
• VLA-PI calibration, imaging, QA
• VLA Sky Survey (VLASS) calibration, imaging
• ALMA User Defined Imaging
• ALMA / VLA calibrated data downloads

• Nobeyama 45-m telescope
• Single dish calibration and imaging



SRDP
The goal of the SRDP Initiative is to improve the user experience for radio interferometry data from the 

VLA and ALMA by providing users with science quality data as well as providing tools for data 

processing and discovery through an updated NRAO archive interface.

The products and capabilities provided by SRDP will enable VLA and ALMA users to primarily focus on 

their science rather than the details of data reduction.  This will help broaden the NRAO user community 

by reducing barriers (both expertise and computing infrastructure) to the use of radio interferometry data.

Archival research will be facilitated with an interactive NRAO archive to enable data discovery without 

large downloads.



SRDP features
• Quality Assured calibration for selected VLA projects

• X, Ku, K, Ka, and Q bands (C-band coming in November)
• Continuum datasets only

• ALMA Calibrated Measurement set download
• Cycle 5 data and beyond
• only available for data calibrated by pipeline (no manual reductions)

• VLA Calibrated Measurement set download
• only available for data for which calibration pipeline run was successful

• Updated archive interface (data.nrao.edu)
• ALMA User-Defined Imaging

• Generate datacube with a custom spectral axis from a pipeline-reduced dataset
• User-defined spectral width of cube
• Velocity or frequency definitions supported
• Channel averaging
• Continuum (aggregate and per-spectral window) produced as ancillary product
• Quality assurance to check that the datacube is of good quality, with no obvious artifacts, and 

has the RMS and beam size expected given the data it was constructed from. (Note this is 
distinct from the ALMA QA process, and is designed only to catch problems with the images.)



SRDP: NRAO Archive+Pipelines
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SRDP: NRAO Archive+Pipelines



• The Pipeline and CASA teams are currently working together to determine CASA 6 readiness for 
Pipeline adoption in this cycle

• A decision will be made before the end of the month
• If it does not happen this year, it will be Fall of 2020
• If CASA 6 is not ready for Pipeline, we will focus more on other infrastructure work

– Increasing test coverage
– Improving documentation
– Migrate repository from SVN to GIT
– Refactor where necessary to support future stakeholder priorities

• ALMA polarization assisted calibration
• Hierarchical QA scoring

CASA 6 / Python 3
CUC Presentation -- October 2019
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Releases

Version Purpose Release date

CASA 5.6.2 VLA, SRDP-ALMA Oct. 2019
Feb. 2020 (VLA) patch
Jun. 2020 (SRDP-ALMA) 
patch

CASA 5.6.3 VLASS Cal+QL imaging June 2020

2020.1.0 w/casa-6.1.x ALMA Cyc7+, VLA, SRDP-ALMA imminent

October 2019 - September 2020



What’s New - Infrastructure/Team
October 2019 - September 2020

Technical changes
• Python 2 → Python 3
• CASA 5 → CASA 6
• SVN → git revision control system
• new development process, inc.

• developer review
• branch validation

• automatic pipeline versioning, distinct from CASA

Team changes
• New lead (me)
• 2 new developers (Feb. NRAO, Sep. UKATC)
• same total effort



Python 3 and CASA 6

The majority of PLWG and PL developer effort this annual cycle was spent validating 
CASA6 for pipeline use

• finding and getting bugs fixed,
• converting the pipeline to work with the new CASA interfaces and python 3, and
• validating the converted pipeline to reproduce the results of the CASA5.6 pipeline.

The new features and bugfixes were all added to the pipelines during the ~4 months after 
the CASA6 refactor had been validated.  An additional complete validation was then 
performed in August-early September.



October 2019 - September 2020

ALMA Operations



October 2019 - September 2020

• VLA-PI
• 2477 Execution Blocks in this time frame
• 90% of Execution Blocks were successfully processed by the pipeline

• Many  of the remaining 10% fail because they are P band, or VLBA/VLBI, pulsar 
setups, or otherwise incompatible with the pipeline

• In addition, ~20% of Execution Blocks were “SRDP-compliant”
• “SRDP-compliant” EBs meet certain setup constraints and are eligible for 

additional QA
• these were successfully processed after an average of 1.5 PL re-runs

• VLASS
• all observations are calibrated through pipeline

• ~ 40% do not require any extra flagging or other parameter changes
• ~75% off all images are accepted after 1st run of Quick Look imaging pipeline
• another 20% are accepted after a 2nd run

VLA(SS) Operations



What’s New - ALMA Pipeline 
October 2019 - September 2020

• Full-polarization data observed in sessions for polarization projects now can be 
processed through the IF calibration pipeline

• Multiple improvements to IF flagging are expected to address ~2/3 of the 
previously reported instances needing manual flags in operations.

• new hifa_targetflag stage will automatically flag egregious outliers on the science 
target for the first time

• Use of the gfluxscale scale factors has been replaced by the average calibrated 
visibility amplitudes in plots, QA assessment, and reporting of secondary 
calibrator flux densities to the ALMA Source Catalog. This is expected to greatly 
decrease misinterpretation, make derived flux densities more robust, and aide in 
diagnosing hardware issues.

• IF findContinuum has been significantly improved for the case of broad lines and 
extended emission (e.g. CO)

• casa-6.1.1-10-pipeline-2020.1.0.36 Note distinct versioning



Flagging and weblog updates

improved image 
layout

target outlier 
flagging

polcal intent 
visibility outlier 
flagging



What’s New - VLA Pipelines
October 2019 - September 2020

• VLA-PI
• Revamped multi-band calibration
• Recovery from bad deformatter on Reference Antenna
• Fluxboot2 information display revised
• Basic Continuum Imaging pipeline
• Frequencies in cont.dat now interpreted properly as LSRK instead of TOPO
• Bandpass calibrator selection again only chooses first source with bandpass 

intent
• Antenna position corrections properly listed for all antennas
• casa-6.1.2-1-pipeline-2020.1.0.36

• VLASS calibration and quick-look imaging
• Improved astrometry to address lack of a wide-field correction in mosaic imaging
• Improved weblog statistics
• casa-5.6.3-19



The Year Ahead



The Year Ahead
October 2020 - September 2021

Infrastructure
• Large increase in test coverage
• Improved documentation: developer and user
• Code refactoring and cleanup

Team
• +1 FTE (Rui Xue) for VLA/SRDP started Oct. 2020

Final stakeholder priorities still TBD, but likely candidates are...
VLA

• Improved QA metrics
• Mosaic gridding heuristic
• Improved masking heuristics
• Improved flagging heuristics

VLASS
• Single Epoch Imaging (Spring 2021)

SRDP-ALMA
• ALMA Optimized Cube Imaging (Angular Resolution)

ALMA Cycle 8
• Improve handling of multiple groups spectral windows from different MSs
• New radial weighting scheme to achieve a range of beam sizes
• Groundwork for self-cal
• Better QA



Questions for the CUC
• Experience with JAO, ARC and PI users shows that few people use the ALMA 

pipeline interactively.  However, there is added value in using the pipeline for 

offline data reduction.  What does the community want?

• How often do you use VLA Pipeline products?

• Have you received SRDP products and, if so, what do you think of them?



2019 CUC report
- Maintain the capability to access old archival data

Effort is being made by SRDP via the NRAO archive, but not yet prior to ALMA Cycle 5 or VLA prior to 2013.  We can restore for VLA back to 2016.

- Identify issues preventing the re-reduction of archival data, including political ones, and develop solutions for 
enabling continued usefulness of the ALMA archive data

SRDP plans to enable re-calibration of ALMA data, but this is probably a couple years out because the workflow to run the ALMA calibration pipeline is a 
bit more complex than the VLA calibration pipeline. This would require the weblogs to be reviewed by a DA.  This would be only by request and not a bulk 
reprocessing.

- Have the pipeline handle self-calibration in addition to the regular calibration is desirable, or have the pipeline 
suggest to the user if self-calibration may be beneficial. 

Continuum selfcal is being discussed both by ALMA and SRDP.  It might be as soon as ALMA Cycle 9 (2022).  Also, VLASS Single Epoch imaging will have a 
simple form of self-cal by next year.

-Provide some brief introduction and/or explanation of the pipeline scripts and pipeline tasks executed together 
with the data delivered. 

ALMA Pipeline User’s Guide and Reference Manual  https://almascience.eso.org/processing/science-pipeline
VLA Pipeline User’s Guide  https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/data-processing/pipeline

- The pipeline webpage should be made more known and public to general CASA users.

- Share the tools for generating pipeline performance plots with communities who develop their own CASA based 
pipeline. 

Different people have created scripts to make plots of PL task performance, largely from inspecting timestamps in log files, but these are not maintained 
by the pipeline team.

https://almascience.eso.org/processing/science-pipeline
https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/data-processing/pipeline

